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Abstract
Felleisen’s control and prompt are a pair of control opera-
tors that can dynamically change the extent of captured con-

tinuations. The behavior enables implementing non-trivial

algorithms, but also complicates the semantics of programs.

We present our preliminary work on designing a general

type system for control/prompt. Following previous stud-
ies on typing control operators, we identify necessary typing

constraints by carefully analyzing the CPS translation. As a

result, we obtain a terminating type system that fully reflects

how contexts compose and propagate at runtime.

1 Introduction
Delimited control is a powerful abstraction for computational

effects, such as exceptions, non-determinism, and mutable

state [11, 13, 15]. As a means to handle delimited control,

researchers have designed a variety of control operators [11–

13, 16, 26]. The semantics of these operators is however not

always fully developed; in particular, some operators do not

seem to have a “canonical” type system. This is an obstacle

to understanding the subtleties of control operators.

Our long-term goal is to establish the most general type

system for each variant of delimited control operators. In

this paper, we describe our ongoing work on formalizing

control and prompt, a pair of delimited control operators

developed by Felleisen [13]. As shown by previous studies,

the semantics of these operators must explicitly mention a

trail of continuations, representing the invocation contexts

of previously-captured continuations [9, 20]. However, there

is currently no type system that is informative enough for

reasoning about composition and propagation of typed trails.

We address this issue by adopting the technique of Danvy and

Filinski [10]. That is, we closely analyze the CPS translation

of control/prompt, and incorporate all the necessary con-

straints on trails into the typing rules. As wewill show, the re-

sulting type system enjoys termination, and allows trail-type
modification — a phenomenon reminiscent of answer-type
modification in delimited control calculi [2, 10, 23].

In the remainder of this paper, we first describe the behav-

ior of control/prompt (Section 2), focusing on how these

operators give rise to the notion of trails. We next define a

CPS translation (Section 3), derive a type system from the
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translation (Section 4), and discuss the properties of our cal-

culus (Section 5). To show the expressiveness of our type

system, we present an example that involves modification

of trail types (Section 6). Lastly, we discuss related work

(Section 7) and conclude the paper (Section 8).

We provide an Agda [28] implementation of our CPS

translation and type system, which is available at https:
//github.com/YouyouCong/control.

2 control and prompt
2.1 Simple Example
We begin by illustrating the behavior of the control (F )

and prompt (⟨⟩) operators through a simple example:

⟨(Fk1. 2 ∗ (k1 5)) + (Fk2. 40)⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ (k1 5) [λx . x + (Fk2. 40)/k1]⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ (5 + (Fk2. 40))⟩ + 2

= ⟨40 [λx . 2 ∗ (5 + x)/k2]⟩ + 2

= 42

The initial program has two occurrences of the control op-

erator. Under the call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation strat-

egy, we first evaluate Fk1. 2 ∗ (k1 5). This expression (i) cap-

tures the delimited continuation up to the prompt operator,

(ii) reifies the continuation into the function λx . x+(Fk2. 40),
and (iii) binds k1 to the reified continuation. We then evalu-

ate the body 2∗(k1 5)while keeping the surrounding prompt.
In the course of the resumption of k1, we evaluate the other
control operator Fk2. 40. This time, the captured continua-

tion k2 is the function λx . 2∗(5+x), and it is simply discarded.

After removing prompt and adding 2 outside that, we obtain
42 as the final result.

Readers familiar with the shift and reset operators [11]
might find similarities in their semantics, but there is a subtle

difference. Let us replace control in the above example with

shift and observe how the resulting program evaluates:

⟨(Sk1. 2 ∗ (k1 5)) + (Sk2. 40)⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ (k1 5) [λx . ⟨x + (Sk2. 40)⟩/k1]⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ ⟨5 + (Sk2. 40)⟩⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ ⟨40 [λx . ⟨5 + x⟩/k2]⟩⟩ + 2

= ⟨2 ∗ 40⟩ + 2

= 82

We see that the continuationk2 captured by the second shift
contains addition, but not multiplication. What causes this

https://github.com/YouyouCong/control
https://github.com/YouyouCong/control
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difference is the presence of the delimiter in the captured

continuations. A shift-captured continuation is surrounded
by a reset, hence the second shift has no access to the in-

vocation context 2 ∗ [.] surrounding the previously-captured
continuation k1. On the other hand, a control-captured
continuation is not surrounded by a prompt, therefore the
second control can capture the invocation context of k1.
In the general case, control captures a trail of continua-

tions, each of which corresponds to the invocation context

of a previously-captured continuation. Thus, a captured con-

tinuation looks like λx . En[...E1[E0[x]]...], where E0 is the
original delimited context, E1 is the invocation context of

the context captured by the first control, and so on.

2.2 Advanced Example
We next look at a more complex example. Suppose we have

two primitives: is0 for converting an integer into a boolean,

and b2s for converting a boolean into a string. Using these,

we can write a program that manipulates contexts having

different types:

⟨(Fk1. is0 (k1 5)) + (Fk2. b2s (k2 8))⟩

= ⟨is0 (k1 5) [λx . x + (Fk2. b2s (k2 8))/k1]⟩

= ⟨is0 (5 + (Fk2. b2s (k2 8))⟩

= ⟨b2s (k2 8) [λx . is0 (5 + x)/k2]⟩

= ⟨b2s (is0 13)⟩

= “false”

The first control operator captures an int-returning contin-
uation k1, which includes addition, and resumes it within the

context is0 [.]. Then, the second control captures a bool-
returning continuation k2, which includes addition and is0 ,
and resumes it within the context b2s [.].

In Kameyama and Yonezawa’s [20] typed control/prompt
calculus, the program is judged ill-typed. The reason is that

their type system requires all invocation contexts captured

in a single prompt to have the same type, and the input and

output types of each invocation context to coinside. This

prevents us from calling continuations in contexts such as

is0 [.] and b2s [.].
Our goal is to build a type system that accepts the above

example as a well-typed program. In Section 4, we show how

to derive such a type system from a CPS translation.

2.3 Formal Operational Semantics
Wenowpresent the formal operational semantics of control
and prompt. Throughout the paper, we consider the small

language λF defined in Figure 1. As in other delimited con-

trol calculi, we have two kinds of evaluation contexts E and

F . Both enforce a call-by-value, left-to-right evaluation strat-

egy; the difference is that the latter do not contain a prompt
surrounding a hole. The reduction rule for control keeps

the surrounding prompt but does not insert one into the

Syntax

e ::= v | e e | Fk . e | ⟨e⟩ Expressions

v ::= x | λx . e Values

Evaluation Contexts

E ::= [.] | E e | v E | ⟨E⟩ General Contexts

F ::= [.] | F e | v F Pure Contexts

Reduction Rules

E[(λx . e) v] { E[e [v/x]]

E[⟨F [Fk . e]⟩] { E[⟨e [λx . F [x]/k]⟩]

E[⟨v⟩] { E[v]

Figure 1. λF : A Calculus of control and prompt

JxK = λk . λt .k x t

Jλx . eK = λk . λt .k (λx . λk ′. λt ′. JeK k ′ t ′ ) t

Je1 e2K = λk . λt . Je1K (λv1. λt1. Je2K (λv2. λt2.v1 v2 k t2) t1) t

JF c . eK = λk . λt . JeK [λx . λk ′. λt ′.k x (t @ (k ′
:: t ′))/c] kid ()

J⟨e⟩K = λk . λt .k (JeK kid ()) t

kid = λv . λt . case t of () ⇒ v | k ⇒ k v ()

_ ::_ = λk . λt . case t of () ⇒ k | k ′ ⇒ λv . λt ′.k v (k ′
:: t ′)

_@_ = λt . λt ′. case t of () ⇒ t ′ | k ⇒ k :: t ′

Figure 2. CPS Translation of λF

captured continuation. The rule for prompt simply removes

a delimiter enclosing a value.

Note that the language is currently untyped. We will build

a type system according to the CPS translation of the lan-

guage, which is to be defined in the next section.

3 CPS Translation
The dynamic semantics of control operators can be defined in

terms of pure lambda terms through a continuation-passing

style (CPS) translation [30]. There exist two variants of the

CPS translation for control and prompt in the literature [9,

32]. Their difference lies in the representation of trails: while

Biernacki et al. [9] treat trails as lists, Shan [32] treats them as

functions. The former approach leads to a simpler translation,

but deviates from Plotkin’s original CPS translations, in that

continuations are no longer purely extensional objects.

In this section, we give a functional CPS translation in the

style of Shan [32], while adopting Biernacki et al.’s [9] list
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notation to make the translation easier to understand. The

target of the translation is the pure, call-by-value λ-calculus
with units and case analysis.

Figure 2 defines the CPS translation of λF . A CPS-translated

expression takes in two arguments: a continuation k and a

trail t . A trail is either the unit value (), which represents an

empty trail, or a continuation, which itself receives a trail.

The trail argument is used trivially in the rules for vari-

ables, abstractions, and applications. Indeed, the translation

of these cases is η-equivalent to the standard, call-by-value

CPS translation.

In the rule for a control expression F c . e , we replace the
variable c in JeK with a function involving two primitives

_ ::_ and _@_. These serve as the concatenation operators

for trails, but they produce a function rather than a list
1
. To

understand what is happening here, recall the arithmetic

example from Section 2.1:

⟨(Fk1. 2 ∗ (k1 5)) + (Fk2. 40)⟩ + 2

We must make sure that, when the second control is ex-

ecuted, it has access to both the addition context and the

invocation context of k1. In our translation, this is achieved

by passing the delimited continuation k a trail containing the

invocation contextk ′
of c . The order of t ,k ′

, and t ′ reflects the
fact that, in a captured continuation λx . En[...E1[E0[x]]...],
the invocation contexts of later-captured continuations ap-

pear in outer positions.

After the substitution, the translated body JeK is applied
to the identity continuation kid and the empty trail ()2. This

reflects the reduction rule of control, where its body is

evaluated within a prompt. Note that kid is not the identity
function; it takes in a trail as an argument.

The translation of a prompt expression ⟨e⟩ is similar to

that of control, in that it resets the continuation and trail

of the body e . The overall structure is however more like the

translation of values, as it immediately applies the continua-

tion k to the result of running e .

4 Type System
Having defined a CPS translation, we next derive a type

system from the translation. This technique was developed

by Danvy and Filinski [10] for a calculus of the shift and
reset operators. Their observation is that, in the presence

of delimited control operators, the type of answers — that is,

the answer type — may change in the course of evaluation.

To account for the modification of answer types, Danvy and

Filinski design a typing judgment of the form Γ;α ⊢ e : τ ; β ,
where α and β stand for the answer types before and after

evaluation, respectively.

1
If we replace the two primitives with the cons and append for lists, we

would essentially obtain the translation found in [9, 20].

2
The identity continuation and empty trail correspond to send and #f in
Shan’s [32] translation.

The technique of deriving a type system from a CPS trans-

lationwas later applied to control and prompt byKameyama

and Yonezawa [20]. Their idea is that, since the CPS trans-

lation of these operators passes around trails, the type sys-

tem must also explicitly mention the type of trails. Thus,

Kameyama and Yonezawa use a typing judgment of the form

Γ ⊢ e : τ ,α, β/t , which, in addition to the two answer types

α and β , carries a trail type t .
While Kameyama and Yonezawa’s type system has been

proven sound, it is not fully expressive for two reasons. First,

unlike answer types, there is only one trail type in a typing

judgment. This means an expression can never change the

trail type during evaluation. Second, a trail type itself is a

plain expression type, standing for both the input and output

types of all the invocation contexts in a trail. This restricts

the use of captured continuations: for instance, we cannot

call a continuation within the context is0 [.] or b2s [.].
In this section, we present a type system that tracks the

information about trails in a more fine-grain manner. Specifi-

cally, our typing judgment has two trail types, each of which

consists of an input type, an output type, and a trail type

representing what kind of invocation contexts the trail is

awaiting. As we will see in Sections 5 and 6, our type sys-

tem accepts programs that modify trail types, and rejects

programs that use control to implement infinite loops.

Figure 3 shows the type system of λF . An expression

type is either the integer type or an arrow type. As is usual

with effect systems [25, 27], arrow types contain the effect

information of the function’s body. A trail has type • when

it is empty, and τ1 → τ2, µ when it is not. The latter type

denotes a continuation that, when given a value of type τ1
and a trail of type µ, produces a value of type τ2.
The typing rules of expressions use a judgment of the

form Γ ⊢ e : τ , µα ,α, µβ , β , which means:

• e has type τ under environment Γ
• e produces a value of type β when

– surrounded by a context that requires a τ -value and
a µα -trail, and that returns an α-value

– given a µβ -trail

Note that the answer type changes from α to β , whereas the
trail type changes from µβ to µα . Therefore, we call α and β
initial and final answer types, and µα and µβ final and initial
trail types.

The rules for the λ-calculus fragment are a natural ex-

tension of the corresponding rules of Danvy and Filinski’s

shift/reset calculus [10]. In (Var) and (Abs), the subject is

a pure expression, which does not manipulate the surround-

ing context. Therefore, in the conclusion of these rules, the

initial and final answer types are arbitrary but equal, and

similarly for the two trail types. Rule (App) encodes the flow

of computations and trails. The pattern is an instance of the

parameterized monad [5], a monadic foundation for typed

delimited control calculi.
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Syntax of Types

τ ,α, β ::= int | τ → τ , µα ,α, µβ , β Expression Types µ ::= • | τ → τ , µ Trail Types

Typing Rules

x : τ ∈ Γ

Γ ⊢ x : τ , µα ,α, µα ,α
(Var)

Γ, x : τ1 ⊢ e : τ2, µα ,α, µβ , β

Γ ⊢ λx . e : (τ1 → τ2, µα ,α, µβ , β), µγ ,γ , µγ ,γ
(Abs)

Γ ⊢ e1 : (τ1 → τ2, µα ,α, µβ , β), µγ ,γ , µδ , δ
Γ ⊢ e2 : τ1, µβ , β, µγ ,γ

Γ ⊢ e1 e2 : τ2, µα ,α, µδ , δ
(App)

is-id-trail(γ ,γ ′, µid )
compatible((τ1 → τ2, µ1), µ2, µ0)

compatible(µβ , µ0, µα )
Γ,k : τ → τ1, µ1, τ2, µ2,α ⊢ e : γ , µid ,γ

′, •, β

Γ ⊢ Fk . e : τ , µα ,α, µβ , β
(Control)

is-id-trail(β, β ′, µid )
Γ ⊢ e : β, µid , β

′, •, τ

Γ ⊢ ⟨e⟩ : τ , µα ,α, µα ,α
(Prompt)

is-id-trail(τ , τ ′, •) = τ ≡ τ ′

corresponds to the first branch (t = ()) of kid in Figure 2

is-id-trail(τ , τ ′, (τ1 → τ ′
1
, µ)) = (τ ≡ τ1) ∧ (τ ′ ≡ τ ′

1
) ∧ (µ ≡ •)

corresponds to the second branch (t = k) of kid in Figure 2

compatible(•, µ2, µ3) = µ2 ≡ µ3

corresponds to the first branch (t = ()) of _@_ in Figure 2

compatible(µ1, •, µ3) = µ1 ≡ µ3

corresponds to the first branch (t = ()) of _ ::_ in Figure 2

compatible((τ1 → τ ′
1
, µ1), (τ2 → τ ′

2
, µ2), •) = ⊥

no counterpart in Figure 2

compatible((τ1 → τ ′
1
, µ1), (τ2 → τ ′

2
, µ2), (τ3 → τ ′

3
, µ3)) = (τ1 ≡ τ3) ∧ (τ ′

1
≡ τ ′

3
) ∧ (compatible((τ2 → τ ′

2
, µ2), µ3, µ1))

corresponds to the second branch (t = k ′
) of _ ::_ in Figure 2

Figure 3. Type System of λF

Understanding (Control) is the crux of this section. Let

us look again at the CPS translation of Fk . e , this time with

types annotated:

λkτ→α ,µα . λt µβ .
JeK [λxτ . λk ′τ1→τ2,µ1 . λt ′µ2 .k x (t @ (k ′

:: t ′)µ0 )µα /c] kid ()

We begin by elaborating how the two arguments to JeK,
namely the identity continuation kid and the empty trail

(), are turned into typing requirements. In (Control), the

continuation of e is represented as the combination of the

type γ , the initial answer type γ ′
, and the final trail type µid

of e . These types must be related in a way that makes kid
have the correct type:

λvγ . λt µid . (case t of () ⇒ v | k ⇒ k v ())γ
′

When t = (), kid returns the value v of type γ . Since the

expected return type is γ ′
, we need the equivalence γ ≡ γ ′

.

When t = k , kid calculates the application k v (). For this

application to have type γ ′
, we need t : γ → γ ′, •. These

requirements are encoded as the relation is-id-trail(γ ,γ ′, µid )
in the (Control) rule.

The empty trail () passed to JeK is easy to find in the

(Control) rule: it simply appears as the initial trail type •

of the body e .
We next explain how the composition of the trail t @ (k ′

::

t ′), as well as the application of k to the resulting trail, are

guaranteed to be type-safe. In (Control), the composition is

encoded as the two premises of the form compatible(µ1, µ2, µ3),
which reads: when composing two trails of types µ1 and µ2,
we obtain a trail of type µ3. Among the two premises, the

first one communicates the fact that consing k ′
(of type

τ1 → τ2, µ1) in t ′ (of type µ2) is well-typed, and results in a

trail of type µ0. Similarly, the second premise tells us that the

appending t (of type µβ ) to k
′
:: t ′ (of type µ0) is type-safe,

and gives us a trail of type µα , which is required by k .
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The compatibility relation itself is defined in accordance

with the cons operation _ ::_ and append operation _@_ in

Figure 2. When the first or second argument is the empty

trail type, the definition coincides with the list append. Oth-

erwise, the third argument must be a non-empty trail type

satisfying three conditions. The conditions are somewhat

counter-intuitive at first glance, but they make sense as soon

as we annotate the types of continuations and trails:

kτ1→τ ′
1
,µ1

:: k ′τ2→τ ′
2
,µ2 = λvτ3 . λt ′µ3 . (k v (k ′

:: t ′))τ
′
3

Suppose that the abstraction on the right-hand side takes in a

τ3-argument v and a µ3-trail t
′
, and returns a τ ′

3
-value. Since

k is applied to v , and the body of the abstraction is the appli-

cation of k , we need the equations τ1 ≡ τ3 and τ
′
1
≡ τ ′

3
. The

composition k ′
:: t ′ and its use as the argument to k further

requires the condition compatible((τ2 → τ ′
2
, µ2), µ3, µ1).

Having seen how to type control, it should be easy to un-
derstand how to type prompt. The rule (Prompt) imposes the

identity constraints on the body e , just like (Control) does
for its body. The conclusion is however a pure expression,

and hence shares the same structure as (Var) and (Abs).

5 Properties
There are a handful of properties that we wish our calculus

and CPS translation to have. Here we discuss what we have

proved so far and what we intend to prove as future work.

Termination (Proven). A prominent feature of our type

system is that it enjoys the termination property. This is

justified by our Agda implementation of the interpreter (the

go function for top-level programs) of λF : since the inter-

preter passes Agda’s termination checker, we know that any

well-typed program evaluates to a value in finite steps.

Proposition 1. If Γ ⊢ e : τ , •,α, •,α , then there exists some
valuev such that e {∗ v , where{∗ is the reflexive, transitive
closure of{ defined in Figure 1.

The termination property is unique to our calculus. As

Kameyama and Yonezawa [20] show, their type system ac-

cepts the following non-terminating program:

⟨(Fk1.k1 1;k1 1); (Fk2.k2 1;k2 1)⟩

= ⟨k1 1;k1 1 [λx . x ; (Fk2.k2 1;k2 1)/k1]⟩

= ⟨(Fk2.k2 1;k2 1); ((λx . x ; (Fk2.k2 1;k2 1)) 1)⟩

= ⟨k2 1;k2 1 [λy.y; (λx . x ; (Fk2.k2 1;k2 1)) 1/k2]⟩

= ⟨(Fk2.k2 1;k2 1); (λy.y; (λx . x ; (Fk2.k2 1;k2 1)) 1) 1⟩

= ...

The expression is ill-typed in our calculus, due to an incon-

sistency among the requirements on trail types. We refer the

interested reader to look at the incomplete expression exp5
in our Agda code, which is annotated with all the typing

constraints.

Type Preservation ofCPSTranslation (Proven). As our
type system is derived from the CPS translation, we can prove

that the CPS translation preserves typing. Let us define the

translation on types as follows:

int∗ = int

(τ1 → τ2, µα ,α, µβ , β)
∗ = τ ∗

1
→ (τ ∗

2
→ µ∗α → α∗) → µ∗β → β∗

•∗ = unit

(τ1 → τ2, µ)
∗ = τ ∗

1
→ µ∗ → τ ∗

2

Our Agda formalization shows that the following statement

holds:

Proposition 2 (Type Preservation of CPS Translation). If
Γ ⊢ e : τ , µα ,α, µβ , β in λF , then Γ∗ ⊢ JeK : (τ ∗ → µ∗α →

α∗) → µ∗β → β∗ in the target language.

Note that the statement requires a non-standard pattern

matching for trail concatenation. More precisely, we need to

be able to scrutinize a value that is either a unit or a function.

We could alternatively represent trail types as sum types,

but we do not do so to keep the presentation simple.

Correctness of CPS translation (In Progress). In addi-

tion to typing, we must prove that the CPS translation pre-

serves themeaning of the original program. There are several

ways to prove this property: (1) develop a denotational se-

mantics in monadic style [15], (2) derive an abstract machine

via defunctionalization [1], and (3) relate our translation to

the one defined by Shan [32], which is known to be correct.

Type Soundness (In Progress). Aside from the CPS trans-

lation, we would like to establish the soundness of our type

system via the preservation and progress theorems [33]. A

popular approach to proving preservation for a delimited

control calculus is to decompose the reduction rule of the

control operator into multiple rewrites, so that the control

operator only captures one context frame at a time [3, 20].

However, this approach does not scale straightforwardly to

our calculus, due to the compatibility requirements on trail

types. Alternatively, one could directly deal with contexts

as Biernacka and Biernacki [8] do; we are currently refining

their typing rules for contexts to enable reasoning on trails.

Relation to shift/reset (In Progress). Shan [32] shows
that control/prompt and shift/reset can macro-express

(in the sense of Felleisen [14]) each other in an untyped set-

ting. The macro-expressibility has been partially extended

to a typed setting: it is possible to define a type-preserving

translation from Asai and Kameyama’s [3] shift/reset cal-

culus into Kameyama and Yonezawa’s [20] control/prompt
calculus. We are currently investigating whether the latter

result applies to our calculus as well. The challenge is in

how to assign trail types to a translated expression. Since

shift never captures an invocation context, it is tempting
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to assign the empty trail type for all expressions, but this

would fail in the translation of shift (which converts into

control) because (Control) always concludes with a non-

empty final trail type. If we instead assign a non-empty trail

type everywhere, we cannot translate either shift or reset
(which converts to prompt), since (Control) and (Prompt)

require the body to have an empty initial trail type.

6 Revisiting Advanced Example
By keeping track of initial and final trail types, as well as the

input and output types of individual invocation contexts, we

can judge that the example from Section 2.2 is well-typed:

⟨(Fk1. is0 (k1 5)) + (Fk2. b2s (k2 8))⟩

Specifically, our type system assigns the following trail types

to the two control operators:

• initial trail type of first control: •
• final trail type of first control:
int → string, (bool → string, •)

• initial trail type of second control:
int → string, (bool → string, •)

• final trail type of second control: int → string, •

The first bullet intuitively makes sense: when we start evalu-

ation of the first control, the trail has no invocation context.

The last bullet is also relatively easy to understand: when all

the effectful computations are done, the trail will be the com-

position of is0 [.] and b2s [.]. The second and third bullets

share the same trail type, because the two control opera-

tors are evaluated in succession. The type itself represents

a continuation that, given an integer and a bool-to-string
invocation context (i.e., b2s [.]), produces a string-typed
value. These trail types are compatible with all other typing

constraints, such as the chaining rule induced by the order of

evaluation, and the identity requirement on the body of the

control operators. Hence we conclude that the sophisticated

use of control is type-safe.
While the ability to modify trail types is theoretically in-

teresting, it is not clear how the ability would be useful in

practice. In fact, as Kameyama and Yonezawa [20] remark,

existing applications of control and prompt (such as list

reversing and breadth-first search) can all be typed without

trail-type modification. We are currently looking for exam-

ples that make crucial use of this extra ability.

7 Related Work
Variants of Control Operators. There are four variants

of delimited control operators in the style of control and
prompt, differing in whether the control operator keeps the

surrounding delimiter, and whether it inserts a delimiter

into the captured continuation [12]. Among the four vari-

ants, shift and reset are called static, because one can

determine the extent of each captured continuation from the

lexical structure of the program. Other variants are all dy-
namic, since the control operator would extend the delimited

context with invocation contexts (as control does), or meta-

contexts (as shift0 [26] does), or both (as control0 [12]

does). It is straightforward to encode static operators in terms

of dynamic ones, but the opposite direction is tricky; one

would need a special datatype [22] or recursive continua-

tions [32] to simulate the dynamic behavior.

Type Systems for Control Operators. Type systems of

control operators are often developed through a close anal-

ysis of the CPS translation. The CPS-based approach has

been applied to shift/reset [3, 10], control/prompt [20],
and shift0/prompt0 [26]. While Danvy and Filinski [10]

consider all expressions uniformly as effectful (like we do),

subsequent studies distinguish between pure and effectful

expressions. This is typically done by not mentioning the

answer type (and trail type) of syntactically pure expres-

sions. Having pure expressions makes more programs ty-

pable [3, 20, 26], and allows compiling programs more effe-

ciently via a selective CPS translation [4, 26, 31].

Algebraic Effects and Handlers. Algebraic effects and
handlers [7, 29] are a novel approach to supporting delimited

control in programming languages. A prominent feature of

algebraic effects is the separation between the signature and

implementation of effects. From a practical point of view,

this helps increase the modularity of programs. From a theo-

retical perspective, this leads to a type system that, instead

of keeping track of answer types, calculates the set of effects

that may be performed by an expression. The absence of

answer types makes it possible to develop a type system

independently of the CPS translation. Indeed, type systems

of algebraic effects [6, 21] existed before their CPS seman-

tics [18, 19, 24].

8 Conclusion
The control and prompt operators, despite being the old-

est delimited control facility, have been relatively less well-

understood due to their dynamic behavior. In this paper, we

re-investigate the semantics of these operators by strictly

following the type-system-from-CPS-translation approach

of Danvy and Filinski. As a consequence, we obtain a type

system that allows trail-type modification and rejects non-

terminating programs. We hope that our analysis will lead to

a better understanding of delimited control facilities that give

rise to the notion of trails, such as the control0/prompt0
operators and shallow effect handlers [17].
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